
SCRIBE REPORT RUN #1858

Saturday, 21 May, 2022

Hares: Jungle Balls & Ultimate Fucking Cunt

phuket-hhh.com

This laager is somewhat unique for the challenging access clearly stated in the online 
misdirections that advised 4WD to use the steep, rutted access side-trail but ALL others 
should park on the boundary road and walk in and around the deep, wide mud hole in 
this very wet water catchment area behind Patong viewpoint.  Who hadn't listenrd first 
was Good Jobs who bottomed out wedging grass in her bumpers and splattered with 
mud spots like a dalmatian.  Soon several 4WDs followed at testosterone-driven speed 
worsening the mud.  One particular idiot driving a dual-front-wheel motorbike came to a
spinning standstill in the middle of the soupy mud.  Luckily he'd brought his wife along 
to push while he spun the tire.  So, Manneken Pis arrived clean and dry with a proud 
smile followed by Bunnyken Pis looking like Good Job's car and a smile that looked 
more like punishment would be coming later.  Read the directions next time!!!

http://phuket-hhh.com/


Our steward Campari entered carrying 8 sheets of paper he unfolded to a groaning circle
and as he began speaking Lucky Lek ran in offering to translate.  Campari seated and 
blindfolded 3 husbands challenging each to ID which of the wife's hands belonged to 
him.  The game was on when the women were switched with guys who touched and 
teased the guys hands.  This got so good the wives joined in.  Manneken Pis nearly got 
whacked when he fully felt his wife's finger loudly and proudly saying ha, that's easy, 
that's a man!  Well done MP and welcome to another night on the couch.

It became clear why Campari had so many sheets to work after he seated the wives 
handing each a sheet with 3 groups of six statements about: FOOD & DRINK, SEX, and
LIFE.  As the wives struggled Campari ran through pharmacy jokes delighted by the 
moans from the circle.  After some minutes it was discovered the girls were checking 
choices for what they liked, not what their husbands would have checked.  Immediately 
the girls began crossing out and re-selecting choices for doggy-style and oral sex.  Great 
spot for Campari showing a bit of just how much we know and don't know our partners.

Bung It In
100 runs!

Repressed One
200 runs!

Ultimate Fucking
Cunt...

Virgin Hare,
well done!!

Hash Shit called for Jungle Balls not training his co-hare properly.
Circle closed.

ON ON, Scribe, Fungus (more pics)

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5170892149633715&type=3

